
News sharing, Under Armour's stars
Stephen, Curry and Tom Brady will both
launch their Asian tour th - News Reports Release

every summer there are many star activities across Asia this year since, is no exception, with summer approaching sources also
gradually open, six or seven month Under Armour will invite two MVP stars have come to Asia to start the visit, the first is the NFL
football Tom Brady, the occupation career has a total of five won the Super Cup, which elected four times to the MVP player and the
Super Cup has a number of personal records, known as one of the greatest quarterbacks in the history of the NFL, he is expected to
arrive in Asia in June 18th the station - Beijing China (6/18~19), a five day trip will travel to Shanghai (6/19-20) and 6/21-22 (Japan
Tokyo), in addition to experience with the fans exchange game, he will also share the Under Armour TB12 movement sleep recovery
equipment to bring influence and help athletes. 

is currently playing basketball, NBA championship game Stephen Curry is scheduled to be in July China has visited Beijing (7/22-
23), Chengdu (7/24-25), Hangzhou (7/25-26) and South Korea (7/27-28), Seoul Taiwan area there is no news, if further information I
will share with you as soon as possible. And the younger brother Seth Curry will also visited Asian counterparts to participate in
activities, and as a result of this is the Stephen Curry for the first time to go to Seoul, it is reported that there will be a special version
of Curry 3Zer0 on sale as a souvenir, expect the Curry brothers Asia Tour and special edition boots debut! 

source: Under Armour

since the formal release of Air Max Day, Nike Air VaporMax can be said to be a roll of the entire running shoes market, the
subsequent release of the color is still welcome, just finished selling shelves, the phenomenon is common. The good news is that
Nike continues to introduce a number of different options so that all interested friends will have the opportunity to experience the Air
VaporMax performance. The brand 'Day to Night' exposure, is a series of dark blue, sky blue, light blue, pink, purple five new color, in
addition to light blue, based on the difference between male and female segment segments each have two kinds of exclusive color. 

Nike official said, "Day to Night"? The purpose, for everyone has a different running time series, five color is a reflection of the
change of the color of the sky, to echo the movement time, from morning to night can enjoy Air VaporMax bring fun run. Nike Air
VaporMax Flyknit 'Day to Night' series will be officially on sale in June 1st, priced 190 dollars, such as the Taiwan news disclosure we
will share listing report. 
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Nike Sock Dart will make full use of the development of different areas this year, due to the "Independence Day" theme, Sock Dart
also created three double color collocation style, the three elements in the respective independence flag, consisting of a series of
standards to represent the color blue, white and red, to celebrate the show 7/4 independence day in the United States in the most
direct vision. Nike Sock Dart SP 'Independence Day' was also listed yesterday at a particular store in Taiwan. 
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